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Cracking
the code
Our Community’s Chaos Controller and executive director Kathy
Richardson examines how we might create a sector where there
are incentives for using evidence, and how we might also create
a world where dollars follow evidence. Her thoughts anchor an
edition that examines some of the latest trends in Australia
around evidence, measurement and social impact.
By Kathy Richardson, Chaos Controller, Our Community
In October 2014 I thought I might just have cracked the code. I was about
three-quarters of the way through a seven-week safari across the United
States investigating tools and practices that Our Community could use
to catapult the Australian social sector – en masse – all the way over the
fence and far into the field of evidence-based practice.
I’d heard some good stories along the way, but there had also been
some moments of deep despair. “It won’t work,” many people were telling
me. “It’s too complex, there are too many variables.” “There’s no way you
can do this systemically.” “You’ll never pull it off.”
Then I met a young woman who’d seemingly revolutionised the provision
of homelessness services in her locality through the clever use of data.
She’d come up with a system, based on analysis of past practice and
results, to better categorise the people seeking help to determine how
best to apply the city’s scarce emergency housing resources. Score a
“one” and you’d be offered overnight accommodation but nothing more
(that would most likely be enough to kickstart a recovery). Score a “two”
and you’d get thorough, ongoing help (overnight accommodation alone
wouldn’t help your plight). Score a “three” and you’d be turned away – the
algorithm showed there wasn’t much that could be done for you. All the
trials had shown it was really working. She’d done it!
(Ed. As we know, not everything goes to plan. Turn to page 2 to find out
what happened next.)
.
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$ Funding measurements

Funders the key to unlocking
evidence-based practice
(continued from page 1)

While I was congratulating her, my mind
jumped ahead to how I was going to take
this tale back home to Australia and apply
its lessons to help the tens of thousands of
not-for-profit groups we work with to shift to
evidence-based practice. The answer was
good data!
Then I came crashing down to earth.
“It didn’t work,” she was telling me. “The social
workers wouldn’t use the system. They gamed the
survey to ensure it would produce the results they
wanted.”
On reflection, I couldn’t blame them. If I was the
one sitting across from a person in desperate
need, I too would find it pretty hard to say, “Go
away, you’re a lost cause.”
So where does that leave us? How do we shift
not-for-profit organisations towards evidencebased practice when there are clearly other
forces at work? How do we convince wellmeaning, hard-working groups to abandon
the things they’ve always done – after all, they
believe they’re effective, perhaps they help some
people sometimes, their funders are already on
board – and use their precious resources to do
the things that have actually been proven to
work?
Despite what many people think, individual
donors are not strongly motivated by evidence.
We’ve operated Australia’s longest-standing

online donations website, GiveNow, since 2000
and one thing we’ve learned is that people give
not because they’ve seen the stats, but because
someone has asked them to give. People give to
people.
Institutional donors – grantmakers – are a better
bet as drivers of change towards evidencebased practice. They’re generally more strategic
than individual donors. Most have an outcome
in mind as their goal when they distribute their
pot of funds – they want to cure cancer, say,
or improve the natural environment, or reduce
homelessness.
They’re also more likely to feel pressure to
deliver on their aims. Their trustees or (in the
case of government grantmakers) government
secretaries or departmental chiefs want to know
that the precious funds under their control are
being used to the best possible effect.
There’s another reason why institutional
grantmakers could present the best chance we
have to shift behaviour.
Not-for-profits, in the main, are willing
participants in the shift to evidence-based
practice.
The problem is they’re so busy doing the things
that need to be done – planting the trees,
supporting the sick, running the festival, finding
housing for the homeless – and they’re so
chronically short of funds that they have neither
the time nor the money to put in place the
systems that will help them track their impact.
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Grantmakers have the technology and the motivation to use evidence effectively to produce change with
their investments.

Grantmakers have the capacity and the means
to help. They can develop and disseminate
generalised or sector-specific templates.
They can run or fund workshops and training.
They can provide one-on-one assistance where
appropriate.

The truth is this stuff is hard. It is messy.
Technology can’t solve every problem. Human
behaviour is hard to predict. Putting in place a
sensible measurement and evaluation framework
is complex and expensive. Counterfactuals are
confounding.

Importantly, grantmakers can also allow
a proportion of their grants to be used for
measurement and evaluation. In fact, they can
insist on it, making it a condition of their funding
that not-for-profit organisations track and report
on their progress. By our estimates, Australian
grantmakers dispense around $80 billion a year
– that’s a giant bunch of carrots.

Every answer throws up another question. Poorly
designed evaluation processes can produce
misleading results.

Grantmakers can allow a proportion of their
grants to be used for measurement and
evaluation. In fact, they can insist on it.

It gets worse. The system we’re working within is
actually working against us.

There are signs of change already afoot. Modern
grantmakers (well, the best ones) are strategic,
and they want to know what outcomes their
grants are purchasing.
At Our Community we work with hundreds of
grantmakers every year. They have collaborated
with us to develop what’s become Australia’s
leading grantmaking software, SmartyGrants,
and they’re working with us again to nut out how
to add tools to SmartyGrants that will help them
define and track their outcomes.
OK, great. Grantmakers (in the main) have the
resources, not-for-profits (in the main) have the
will, and the technology is now available that will
help us collect and analyse the data.

Outcomes are long-lived but can be slow to
emerge. The attention spans of funders and
project managers are quick to take hold but
short-lived.

Grantmakers themselves often don’t have the
tools they need to help them define their own
outcome goals, match them with their grantees’
goals and define what data they need to collect
(much less crunch it all together). They have
money to give away but not much to spend on
themselves.

Grantmakers can allow a
proportion of their grants to
be used for measurement
and evaluation. In fact, they
can insist on it.

So what’s the problem? Why aren’t we there yet?
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They’re rewarded for getting the money out
the door efficiently and with good photo
opportunities, for collecting the receipts to prove
that the funds weren’t misspent, for avoiding bad
headlines. They’re not rewarded for changing the
world.
Meanwhile, their grantees – the organisations at
the pointy end – are time-poor and resourcerestrained. They’re rewarded for doing, not
analysing. They’re asked to innovate. No one
wants to fund them to do what they’ve being
doing forever (even if they know it’s working).
They’re punished if they spend too much money
(or, in many cases, any at all) on salaries,
overheads and administration, although nobody
can explain exactly how they’re supposed
to distribute surveys without a photocopier.
They’re put on the blacklist if a project turns out
differently than what was expected.
All this results in a system that’s about reporting,
not learning; talking up the positives rather than
reflecting on how to do better next time; avoiding
complexity; obsessing over headcounts. The
system has in-built design faults that are working
to impede a shift to evidence-based practice.

s Online help
Social
measurement
resources

Grants Management Intelligence
(back copies, PDF)
Innovation edition: The future of grantmaking

What’s required is a revolution in how we think
about grantmaking. In an era where science is
increasingly being defunded and ignored, we
need to go the other way. At high school we were
taught to identify a problem, do some research,
pose a hypothesis then set about testing it. We
didn’t get marked down if our hypothesis was not
supported by the results. The experiment was
only a dud if we failed to learn from it, failed to
share what we were learning with others, failed to
progress.

Evaluation edition: How do you measure up?

We need to turn our communities into
laboratories (though remembering that people
are not lab rats). We need to clearly define our
outcome goals (put our missions back at the
core). We need to research and articulate our
cause-and-effect hypotheses, and re-engineer
our processes so we can draw a clear line from
goal to results.

Getting professional: Who’s evaluating the
evaluators

We need to lift our expectations (know more
about what we’re doing) while working within our
competencies (don’t try to solve world peace, ask
one important question and answer it reliably).
All this can be done. We’ve always had the wit
and kindness; now we have the technology. Let’s
do it.

MORE INFORMATION
Kathy Richardson: The future of grantmaking

Vital Signs: Community reports with clout

AIGM articles
Keynote address: Transforming your
intentions into actions
Lucy Bernholz: Those with the purse strings
must do data better

Methodologies: How are you measuring your
social impact?
Knowledge centre: Lessons from the Ian
Potter Foundation
The Geelong Project: Outcomes focus gets
results

AIGM articles
AIGM tools & resources: Find what you need
here
Data driven: Our Community Innovation
Lab’s work on CLASSIE, gender, bias and
more
Stanford Center’s impact compass
Centre for Social Impact (CSI) Guide to
social measurement
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Visualise your grants data
with SmartyGrants Maps
Since 2009, SmartyGrants has helped
grantmakers become more efficient
With SmartyGrants Maps, we’re helping
grantmakers become more effective
SmartyGrants Maps will unlock powerful insights about
your funding patterns, instantly revealing where your grants
applications are coming from, and to where your money is flowing.
SmartyGrants Maps is the first plank of a new suite of grants
management intelligence tools that will help you visualise and make
sense of your grants data and facilitate better-informed decision-making.
Our dashboard allows you to:
• Visualise your grants in the context of a range of geographic boundaries
• Take a bird’s eye view of your grants across a wide region
or zoom in on a particular point with pin-point accuracy
• Generate insights about over/under-funded regions or
areas that are over/under-represented in application stats
• View heat maps that reveal contextual insights about your data.

SmartyGrants Maps is available exclusively to
SmartyGrants customers.

www.smartygrants.com.au/maps

Software & data science for
revolutionary grantmakers

An enterprise of:

Software & data science for
revolutionary grantmakers

An enterprise of:

An initiative of:

s Better insights

‘How evaluation can kill people’
Why we can’t keep evaluating to justify
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Suicide, family violence, homelessness,
inter-generational poverty: they are all
huge social battles that place grantmakers
on the frontline of life-and-death issues.
But leading social impact thinker Ross Wyatt,
managing director of Think Impact, said many
policymakers, funders and grantseekers are
trapped in an unproductive cycle of using social
impact evaluations to prove what they did was
right, rather than using them to learn how to do
things better.
He said grantmakers and recipients can be
held hostage to factors that work to encourage
evaluating to justify, rather than evaluating to
learn. These include:
• failing to collaborate with beneficiaries, and
focusing on doing things for them instead
• relenting to pressures to “evaluate to justify”, so
a program can be deemed a success
• an excessive focus on funding and propping up
income, instead of a focus on program impact
• an obsession about “attribution” (who should
take the credit) rather than “contribution”
• pressure to avoid failure and a related lack of
tolerance for risk
• diving into the data flood and gathering
information for its own sake without properly
understanding appropriate measures
• producing an evaluation that’s inappropriate for
the scale of the program, i.e. being too small,
too large, or too costly.

“If we're just going to continue
to ‘evaluate to justify’ our
current activity, that will just
maintain the status quo,
and under the status quo
people are dying; that's how
evaluation kills people.”

Ross Wyatt urges funders not to ‘evaluate to justify’,
but to learn from their assessments.

Each of these misfires can cause harm to
programs that are supposed to help.
“On average, eight people are committing suicide
in Australia every day, and every week a woman
is killed by an intimate partner … people are dying
under the current systems,” Mr Wyatt said.
He said the fact social indicators continue to
head in the wrong direction in Australia means
we can’t keep assessing programs the same way
and expect a better result.
“Too many social impact evaluations are focused
on detecting that some outcomes might be
occurring, but the fundamental things aren't
changing.
“If we're just going to continue to evaluate to
justify our current activity, that just works to
maintain the status quo, and under the status
quo people are dying; that's how evaluation kills
people.”
There are many reasons why we’re squeamish
about facing up to what’s not working well, and
government-funded programs are often the
worst culprits.
Grants Management Intelligence
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He said the job of an evaluator is to “shine a light”
on problems and issues and look to solutions
instead of maintaining the status quo. Evaluation
should always be conducted with a view to
service improvement, he said.

Why it’s time to fight the inertia of the
status quo
Mr Wyatt cited the example of a program that
aims to help isolated Bhutanese migrants adjust
to a new life in Australia.
Many are recovering from trauma and struggling
to settle into life in regional Australia, Many face
significant language barriers and even struggle
to understand what’s on television.
The program sees volunteers collect migrants on
a bus each week to bring them to the local library
to draw. This has been their main social activity
for nearly a year.
Think Impact director, Suzi Young leading a consultation
session for a women’s housing organisation.

Those programs have a “low tolerance for failure,
and a low tolerance for risk”, Mr Wyatt said.
The reasons are partly political, with the aversion
then reflected in policies, he said.
Funding programs may face pressure from
elected officials to be seen to be doing
something effective, and so must come up with
results that demonstrate this.

It is of course a welcome respite, yet Mr Wyatt
said the grateful migrants are loath to complain
or push for a better program. Instead, they’re
quick to tell program leaders they are happy with
the help they are getting. They think that’s what
they want to hear.
This is an example of a program that would be
easy to “evaluate to justify”: by demonstrating
the volunteer effort and the satisfaction of the
Bhutanese, and by showing that community
connections have improved.

By the same token, organisations that are being
funded, and their beneficiaries, may produce the
results they believe are expected of them – again
reinforcing existing programs.

But Mr Wyatt asks what would happen if the
community themselves were placed at the
centre of the program design and evaluation.
"I suspect we might see a different type of
program emerge", he said.

Mr Wyatt’s observations of several hundred
evaluations in recent decades reveal a pattern
of seeking to prove that “everyone is doing a
great job”.

The revolution is coming:
Collaboration for impact versus
competition for funding

“There’s an enormous effort in evaluation that
doesn’t lead to a substantive improvement.”

Mr Wyatt is calling for a “revolution and an
evolution in program design and evaluation”.
He summarised the keys to effective evaluation
that can make a difference:

He said that too often the process is a feedback
loop that entrenches disadvantage by wheeling
people back into the system.
The perverse thing, he said, is that the continued
survival, or even success of many organisations
relies on the continuation of the very problem
they working to eradicate.
He gave the example of a homelessness services
provider that attracts funding to tackle the issue.
If it succeeds in reducing homelessness, then
funding will dry up.
“It’s a strange realisation but the very survival
of these organisations depends on the misery
continuing.”

• Collaborative approaches, especially those with
clients “at the centre”
• Unlocking and building the capacity for change
• Supporting work on system change, including
advocating for policy changes when needed
• Focusing on funding impact, not activity
• Focusing on contribution, not attribution, when
looking at who should be taking credit for
programs
New models of program design and evaluation
are increasingly looking further to the horizon in
assessing the success of projects, particularly in
the most difficult challenges.
Grants Management Intelligence
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Collaborative effort is increasingly being adopted by organisations seeking to maximise their impact.

Citing homelessness again, Mr Wyatt said it is a
complex issue that can’t be tackled in isolation.
It instead requires new equity and finance
models, building and design, local government
zoning and policies, street-level social work and
a community-wide realisation that housing is a
fundamental human right, not just a vehicle for
building personal wealth.

Higher risk, higher rewards for
government funders

This systemic approach will get better results in
the longer term and will do more for the economy
as a whole.

Until now, philanthropic organisations have had a
greater appetite for risk than most other funders.

In his office, this type of joint effort is described
as “impact-led co-design”, pulling together
community organisations, policy makers,
government agencies, donors and others in a
collective focus on impact.
This kind of collaborative mindset helps to
ensure that those involved develop a nuanced
understanding of difficult issues such as
homelessness, suicide, mental health and family
violence, rather than a reactive one.
“You’re no longer just a bureaucrat writing grant
criteria, but someone who understands what
paths there are for dealing with complex issues
like homelessness.”
Mr Wyatt said the organisations that are less
focused on competition for funds or the battle to
attribute credit are the organisations more likely
to attract support. They become experts and can
speak with governments and funders “as equals”.
“Every organisation that we’ve worked with to
focus on impact, rather than survival, is flourishing
financially (because) those who are focused on
learning and maximising impact make for a more
attractive funding proposition.”

It’s a trend that has implications on the other
side of the ledger too, when it comes to
funding collaborative effort, instead of pitting
organisations against each other in a competition
for funds.

Now, some of the biggest government agencies
are taking action to do better on rewarding
risk-taking, with the help of organisations such
as Think Impact, and as a result of changing
perceptions and policies regarding impact.
The Federal Department of Social Services (DSS),
for instance, is examining a review of its grants
system, which it has dubbed “Commissioning for
Better Outcomes”.

“Every organisation that we’ve
worked with to focus on
impact, rather than survival,
is flourishing financially
(because) those who are
focused on learning and
maximising impact make for
a more attractive financial
funding proposition.”
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Before and After: A participant from a youth programs expresses change in a powerful, non-traditonal way.

Think Impact has been working closely with many
government officials to help them recalibrate
their thinking on grants, funding and impact.
“This whole approach is to challenge the
contested or competitive funding model,”
Mr Wyatt said. “Competitive procurement is
appropriate when you’re buying toilet paper
or pens, but it’s not when you’re trying to solve
intergenerational poverty, family violence or youth
opportunities.”
“Really, a whole different set of all rules apply,
where people need to come around the table, not
across it. And setting service providers against
each other in that context is not getting the
outcomes that they seek.”
The department said in a recent discussion
paper that it accepts "existing methods for
commissioning grants may be impacting our
ability to achieve the outcomes sought".
As reported by AIGM earlier this year, the DSS –
which distributes $217 million annually in grants to
programs for families and children – has flagged
a significant shakeup, shifting to tiered funding
instead of program funding.

Some organisations might be comfortable with
that, and it is their choice to make, he said.
Mr Wyatt said his organisation’s “rule of thumb”
was 2%–10%, depending on the size of the
program.
“If you have a $2 million program you may need
to spend up to $200,000 on evaluation to ensure
you get the most value from the investment. But,
it really depends on the scale of the grant.”
The key to any evaluation was appropriateness.
By way of illustration, Mr Wyatt explained how
Think Impact is assisting a program that aims to
promote future environmental activists.
It found the organisation was probably trying to
measure too many things: education curriculum,
social media campaigns, and many other
activities.
Think Impact advised the organisation to
spend less on a single focus, to “spend a small
proportion on understanding what’s changed,
learning from that, and steering from there”.

The authority will demand a focus on outcomes
instead of outputs. Future programs will also
have to be collaborative, targeted, and driven
by evidence, and to have an increased focus on
early intervention and prevention.

How much should I spend, and which
model should I use?
The first issue to consider when allocating – or
not allocating – resources to evaluation is to
consider the cost of not evaluating, Mr Wyatt said.
“You end up with putting 100 percent of your
money down a path that, year after year, you
don't know whether it’s working or not.”

Watch now: A social return on investment (SROI)
evaluation of The Les Twentyman Foundation.
Grants Management Intelligence
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Evidence, joint effort and recognising contribution are important aspects of a mix that will help
grantmakers become more effective.

Organisations that tried to measure everything
can discover “you don’t know which thing worked”.
Appropriate evaluation also means collaborating
with beneficiaries to use measures most
appropriate to those groups.

So whether you’re going to use theory-driven
economic analyses or “integrated” approaches,
the journey is often just as important as the
results – sometimes more so.

Mr Wyatt described helping Aboriginal
communities and government departments in
regional Australia to work better together.

Mr Wyatt said Social Return on Investment (SROI),
for instance, which puts a dollar figure on social
benefits and outcomes, is not a silver bullet, but it
is a valuable tool that helps people to understand
“the relativity of outcomes”.

While departmental staff could point to numbers
which seemed to show an improvement – a fact
trumpeted by the agency involved as evidence
of improvements to the service – “nothing had
changed” from the view of the local communities.

He disagrees with the critics who say social
benefits and outcomes shouldn’t be measured
in financial terms, saying that while SROI can’t
always account for everything, dollar values can’t
be beaten as a conversation starter.

That’s because their knowledge of the service was
based on stories shared between users, not on
the statistics the agency offered.

For example, Think Impact helped measure the
value of parks in Paramatta, western Sydney,
showing a social value of between $8 and $37 for
every dollar spent.

It’s a living example of how data gathering on its
own can be ineffective, and data must be tied to
an appropriate measure.
Mr Wyatt says organisations he’s worked with
have measured connectedness by asking, for
example, “Do you have someone who can help
you move a fridge?”, or assess family dynamics
by asking people to “describe the sounds in your
house”.
There are many models of evaluation and
measurement out there, many of them spelt out
by the Centre for Social Impact in its “Compass”,
which featured in the April 2018 edition of Grants
Management Intelligence (How do you measure
up?).
We also examined the benefits of communitybased measurement studies such as Vital Signs
in the November 2017 edition (Community reports
with clout).

That included such things as health
outcomes and pride of place, but it didn’t
include biodiversity, pollination, or other local
environmental effects.
Nevertheless, the value of those parks was
“profound”, with some locals recalling those parks
as places where they made marriage proposals
or saw their kids on a swing for the first time.
“Monetising promotes the conversation about
how value is created, what the value is that
people place on things.
"We would much rather have a conversation
about the level of the value than say that you
can’t put a value on it, and therefore say the
value is zero.”
Still disagree? Try this at home.
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Randomly select a group of objects: a case of
beer, a million dollars, a trip to the local park, a
cup, a visit from the grandkids, a hug from your
child, a book, a necklace, and other things.
Now put them in order of how much you
value them. Try it on another member of your
household and see if you get the same results.
The same process could be repeated on a larger
scale. It creates a sense of relative values.
“All of a sudden you have a picture.”
For instance, in areas of park scarcity, the value is
higher for users compared to areas where there
are many parks around.

As Mr Wyatt points out, the actual process of
ranking is helpful in building understanding.
“The biggest value is in the process, not the result
you get in the end. It’s that deep focus that you’re
employing.”
That is perhaps the true secret of good
evaluation. There’s no one “best” method. Instead,
practitioners and users of different methodologies
should understand that each do different things.
When the revolution comes, Mr Wyatt will be there
still pushing for the ultimate goal of powerful
social impact, properly understood.
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Standard measures are nothing new, but Australian social impact evaluators are creating a new level of
sophistication to their craft.

! Impact assessment

Raising standards in a
measured way
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Social measurement leaders are
increasingly being recognised for their
work in making the field a professional and
respected one.
Many in this country are also joining the Social
Impact Measurement Network Australia (SIMNA),
which since 2012 has drawn more than 1300
practitioners to its ranks.
The recent 2018 SIMNA Awards announced in
Sydney highlighted the best operators across
three categories:

“Across the country, we are seeing a much
richer ecosystem which has contributed to
the increased confidence and expertise of
professionals leading this work.”
He said that work deserved recognition: “Our
hope is that these awards will inspire more
organisations to give it a go.”
The SIMNA Awards are open to any organisation
involved in social impact measurement, whether
as a not-for-profit, government organisations or

• Excellence in social impact measurement
• Social impact measurement change maker,
and
• Outstanding collaboration in social impact
measurement.
Winners were announced in October, but Grants
Management Intelligence can now reveal why
they deserved the accolades, offering the first
look at the judges’ comments for each of the
winners and finalists.
SIMNA chair Simon Faivel said the event brought
together the best of the sector.
“It is inspiring to see social outcomes
measurement embedded to the highest of
professional standards in organisations across
Australia,” he said.
Mr Faivel said social impact measurement had
progressed markedly in the past five years.

SIMNA chair Simon Faivel sees great opportunities for
practitioners in the field.
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department, philanthropic organisation, social
enterprise, for-purpose business or impact
investor.
Mr Faivel said organisations should begin
planning their 2019 entries now. While last year’s
entries opened in June, dates have not yet been
set for 2019.
In the meantime, we urge readers to review
our report on this year’s winners, which will help
explain why these organisations are leading the
country in social impact measurement.

Mission Australia takes measures to
the streets
Mission Australia took out the top SIMNA prize for
excellence for its impact measurement program.
The Christian charity says its impact
measurement “helps us understand how our
services are improving the lives of our clients and
the communities we work in”.
Its sophisticated framework impressed the judges
with its focus on client results and improvements.
Measuring impact allows Mission Australia to
allocate funds more efficiently and effectively.
The organisation assesses people’s wellbeing
before and after their interaction with Mission
Australia, in terms of living standards, health,
achievement, relationships, safety, community,
security and “life as a whole”.
It used the approach in its Street to Home
program in Cairns, with the mobile outreach
service assisting rough sleepers to get back into

Watch now: The awards in one minute.

stable, permanent homes.
Mission Australia used its methodology to assess
the effectiveness of providing mobile nursing as
part of the service, and whether there had been a
measurable improvement in health as a result of
the help.
In making the award to Mission Australia, the
judges said:
• Its program showed a good balance between
simplicity (it was easy to implement and
explain) and sophistication (it provided useful
data for decision-making at all levels)
• Mission Australia had demonstrated explicit
thinking through of how the data should be
used at different levels to improve services
• Mission Australia had shown tenacity in rolling
the program out across all clients and parts of
organisation and staging that rollout sensibly
over time.

Watch now: How Mission Australia is making an impact.
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Former Mission Australia client and now barista at Cairns social enterprise Café One Shakti Fuller says the
organisation’s Street to Home program helped her turn her life around.

Judges said the Mission Australia experience
provided several opportunities for other
organisations to learn from, describing the
program as an excellent case study of what it
takes to roll out social impact measurement
across an organisation.
They said it showed that impact measurement
does not have to be complicated, but that care is
needed to ensure information is useful.
It would help other organisations to learn to
reflect, and to use outcomes data in decisionmaking to improve outcomes for beneficiaries.
They also said the Mission Australia experience
shows that starting a program requires being
open to learning as you go and demonstrates the
importance of “bringing the whole organisation
on the journey” to ensure its long-term success.

outcomes measurement pilot program rolled out
in three states.
The program has been shown to have a
significant impact on clients’ financial resilience,
mental health, and ability to solve their own
problems.
The organisation’s research manager, Johana
Susanto, told the Salvation Army online magazine
Others that winning a national award two years
into the new process was highly encouraging.
The project quizzed service users to determine
their situation in a “holistic way” before and after
using the Moneycare program.

Aspire Adelaide’s Aspire Program was the runnerup in this category.

Salvos reflect on a decade of impact
measurement
The Social Impact Measurement Changemaker
Award was won by the Salvation Army, ahead
of three other highly commended programs, for
its work in adapting a long-term effort known as
Moneycare.
The Moneycare program, which has been running
for 28 years, provides counselling, capacity
building, literacy and microfinance in relation to
financial hardship.
The program has been much studied: Swinburne
University, for example, scrutinised it in 2012.
But in the past two years, the Salvation Army
has significantly built on that work with a new

Cora Barry, Rachel Christie and Robyn Brown from
Mission Australia’s Impact Measurement team with the
top SIMNA award for excellence.
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That information informed the efforts of
caseworkers to create more effective and
relevant case plans.
“The evaluation at the end of the community
members’ journey also helped to boost their
confidence, showing how far they have come as
well as identifying other areas that they might
wish to seek further support with,” she told the
website.
The organisation has committed to using its
hard-won knowledge to “support learning and
program improvement to ensure that Moneycare
services remain relevant to meet the changing
needs of the Australian community”.
Judges said the Salvation Army program won for
three main reasons:
• The focus on overcoming challenges and
adopting innovative solutions
• The application of SIMNA’s seven fundamental
principles
• Using the results for improvement.
Judges said lessons for others included:
• The understanding that “transparency is so
important in explaining what you have done
and the decisions and judgements you have
made along the way”, and
• The benefits of involving service users from the
earliest possible opportunity, described as a
“really smart move”.
The runner-up in this area was Windana’s
outcomes measurement project.

Trailblazers aim to boost access to
finance options
Good Shepherd Microfinance and its partners
won the Outstanding Collaboration in Social
Impact Measurement Award for its Financial
Inclusion Action Plan (FIAP).
Already it has won the support of thirty
“Trailblazer” organisations committed to
improving access to financial institutions and
their products, to reduce the impact of poverty,
predatory lending and poor social outcomes –
especially for women.
Good Shepherd estimates three million
Australians are sidelined by financial
institutions, and Australia’s acceptance of UN
goals to address financial inclusion saw the
Federal Government appoint Good Shepherd
Microfinance to tackle the issue.
The result has been a stunning collaborative
effort by partners including the Trailblazers and
EY, with the Centre for Social Impact leading the
impact evaluation aspect of the program.

Watch now: About the FIAP program

The project aims to measure the short-, mediumand long-term impact of the FIAP program. CSI
has built a FIAP “Baseline” and “Indicator Bank” to
assess the current situation and set up a plan to
measure future progress.
According to the judges, this project showed
outstanding merit because:
• The approach was systematic, ensuring a
strong baseline for the successful execution of
the plan.
• The project applied strong co-design principles,
with consistent and good application, and
follow-through by the organisation.
Lessons for other organisations from CSI include
showing that:
• The “try, test and learn” cycle is one that works
well over time.
• It is possible to keep 30-plus collaborators
working in the same direction. CSI has
demonstrated, though, the need to “keep
it simple” to maximise the capacity and
willingness of partners to participate, and, at
the same time, to deliver robust and useable
impact data.
The runner-up in this category was the Youth
Partnership Project.

MORE INFORMATION
About Mission Australia’s impact
measurement program
Salvation Army measurement: A 10-year
analysis of the Moneycare program (PDF) |
Recognition for research team
Financial Inclusion Action Plan: CSI’s
summary of the Good Shepherd
Microfinance joint venture evaluation
About SIMNA | Membership |
Award winners 2018 | 2017 | 2016 | 2014
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Professor Gary Banks says good policy must be based on credible evidence, used properly.

l Good process

Whatever happened to evidencebased policy making?
By Professor Gary Banks (AO)

Few in government deny that evidencebased policy-making is important to good
outcomes, and Australia’s history shows
that to be the case. But the past decade
has shown a marked decline in those ideals,
according to Professor Gary Banks.
This is an abridged version of his address
for the Alf Rattigan Lecture for the Australia
and New Zealand School of Government
(ANZSOG), in an engaging and entertaining

presentation that points the way for what’s
worked in the past, and what can be done
at both political and bureaucratic levels to
avoid policy on the run.
Professor Banks spent many years at the
Productivity Commission before retiring in
2012 as its long-serving Chair. He was also
past CEO and Dean of ANZSOG, alongside a
series of other senior roles in government,
education and business.

“When I use a word”, Humpty Dumpty
said in a rather scornful tone, “It means
just what I choose it to mean – neither
more nor less”. “The question is” said Alice,
“whether you can make words mean so
many different things”. (Lewis Carroll)
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What are we talking about?
One of the challenges in talking about EBPM
(evidence-based policy making), which I
had not fully appreciated last time, was that
it means different things to different people,
especially academics. As a result, disagreements,
misunderstandings and controversies (or faux
controversies) have abounded. And these may
have contributed to the demise of the expression,
if not the concept.
For example, some have interpreted the term
EBPM so literally as to insist that the word “based”
be replaced by “influenced”, arguing that policy
decisions are rarely based on evidence alone.
That of course is true, but few using the term
(myself included) would have thought otherwise.
And I am sure no-one in an audience such as
this, especially in our nation’s capital, believes
policy decisions could derive solely from evidence
- or even rational analysis!
If you’ll pardon a quotation from my earlier
address: “Values, interests, personalities, timing,
circumstance and happenstance – in short,
democracy – determine what actually happens”
(EBPM: What is it? How do we get it?). Indeed it
is precisely because of such multiple influences,
that “evidence” has a potentially significant role to
play.
So, adopting the position from Alice in
Wonderland, I am inclined to stick with the term
EBPM, which I choose to mean an approach
to policy-making that makes systematic
provision for evidence and analysis. Far from
the deterministic straw man depicted in certain
academic articles, it is an approach that seeks to
achieve policy decisions that are better informed
in a substantive sense, accepting that they will
nevertheless ultimately be – and in a democracy
need to be - political in nature.

However adopting this exacting standard
from the medical research world would leave
policy makers with an excellent tool of limited
application. Its forte is testing a specific policy
or program relative to business as usual, akin to
drug tests involving a placebo for a control group.
And there are some inspiring examples of insights
gained. But for many areas of public policy the
technique is not practicable. Even where it is, it
requires that a case has to some extent already
been made. And while it can identify the extent to
which a particular program “works”, it is less useful
for understanding why, or whether something else
might work even better.
That is not to say that any evidence will do.
Setting the quality bar too low is the bigger
problem in practice and the notion of a hierarchy
of methodologies is helpful. However, no such
analytical tools are self-sufficient for policymaking purposes and in my view are best
thought of as components of a “cost benefit
framework” – one that enables comparisons of
different options, employing those estimation
techniques that are most fit for purpose. Though
challenging to populate fully with monetized
data, CBA provides a coherent conceptual basis
for assessing the net social impacts of different
policy choices – which is what EBPM must
aspire to as its contribution to (political) policy
decisions.

“Everyone is entitled to his own
opinion, but not to his own facts.”
(Daniel Patrick Moynihan)
“We subject all facts to a
prefabricated set of interpretations.”
(John F Kennedy)

A second and more significant area of debate
concerns the meaning and value of “evidence”
itself. There are a number of strands involved.

Evidentiary elitism?
One relates to methodology, and can be likened
to the differences between the thresholds for
a finding of guilt under civil and criminal law
(“balance of probabilities” versus “beyond
reasonable doubt”).
Some analysts have argued that, to be useful for
policy, evidence must involve rigorous unbiased
research techniques, the “gold standard” for
which are “randomized control trials”. The
“randomistas”, to use the term which headlines
Andrew Leigh’s new book (Leigh, 2018), claim that
only such a methodology is able to truly tell us
“what works”
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Evidence ain’t evidence
A more fundamental issue is that evidence
itself is generally not immutable, particularly
when moving beyond raw data to analysis and
interpretation.
Take gambling regulation. As the Productivity
Commission has argued, a balanced policy
approach would seek to minimize harms to
“problem gamblers” without unduly affecting
the enjoyment of recreational gamblers. But
getting accurate data on how much time or
money people spend on it is hard (with the
ABS Household Expenditure Survey showing
much smaller numbers than are consistent with
industry revenue!) let alone the consequences
of spending “too much”. And, as the Commission
found in its reviews, what constitutes “too much”
is deeply contested. Assumptions about values
and behaviour that are integral to estimation can
differ, and consequently the Commission’s own
estimates of the social costs and benefits ranged
widely. (PC 1999, 2010) Similar issues can arise in
other policy areas, particularly in the social and
environmental domains.
So what counts as “evidence” to some need
not be acceptable to others, even when
methodologically sound. And this of course
affects its credibility in a policy sense.
Misuse and abuse
In many cases, however, the evidence will not
be “sound”. It has become common in policy

advocacy for data to be concocted, cherrypicked or manipulated to suit a predetermined
position. Such “policy based evidence” – a term
that may have been coined in jest but is seriously
apposite -- has a long pedigree and even a
textbook (Huff’s How to lie with Statistics) to
support it!
A topical example is the political debate about
rising “inequality” in our society, in which selected
indicators have been used to draw conclusions
unsupportable by the weight of evidence. As
the PC observed in its recent research report on
this topic, this can lead to policy approaches
that are misdirected and ultimately ineffectual
in terms of their own objectives. (PC 2018) For
example, focusing on the share of income going
to the top 1-5 per cent of income earners, may
suggest that in the cause of greater “equality”
financially successful members of society need to
be taxed even more, when what is really needed,
according to the Commission, are policies
to enhance the living standards and earning
potential of those at the bottom. Punitive tax rates
at the top end can actually make this harder to
achieve.
For some time, economic modeling has been
one of the instruments of choice for policybased evidence, which unfortunately has tended
to undermine the public credibility of modeling
more generally. Quantitative models have the
advantage of opacity combined with an ability
to make different “design” and data choices that
can shift the results in desired directions.

Professor Banks' analysis of recent policy initiatives found many wanting when benchmarked against these criteria.
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Darryl: This is beautiful, darling! What
do you call these things again? Sal:
Rissoles. Everyone makes rissoles,
darl. Darryl: Yeah, but it’s what you
do with them. (The Castle.)

of her dissenting interpretation of AHRC survey
data on the prevalence of sexual assaults on
campus.

It’s what you do with it
In short, evidence-based policy making faces the
challenge that this thing we call “evidence” is rarely
the uncontested and objective policy resource
that we might imagine it to be. Rather, it can be
a battleground of conflicting views, assumptions
and interpretations. And therefore the notion that
“evidence” should win the day in its own right,
appealing as it may be to the research and
evaluation community, is fanciful.
That is not to say that evidence cannot be
influential in policy decisions – far from it. But
it does mean that how (and by whom) it is
generated, discussed, tested and utilized matters
greatly. To borrow from The Castle, it’s not the
evidence, “it’s what you do with it”.

For example, the modeling in support of schemes
proposed to overcome the electricity policy
“trilemma” associated with reducing carbon
emissions, has raised more questions than it
has answered, particularly about the basis for
projected electricity price falls.
One’s own ‘facts’
That evidence is so often misused in policy
debates may tell us something about how people
respond to evidence itself. Increasingly, evidence
is judged not on its merits, but by who is using it
and for what purpose.
Many have remarked on the increasingly “tribal”
nature of our society. In such a world, people
are increasingly skeptical about information
associated with the “other camp” -- and, I might
add, increasingly gullible about any produced
by their own. The inequality debate is again
a case in point. But so too is climate change,
compounded by the fact that most people
(lawmakers included) understand neither
the science of the “greenhouse effect” nor the
economics of different policy responses.
At the extreme, many simply choose to ignore
or disregard any evidence or analysis that runs
counter to their own views -- views formed on
the basis of sentiment, values or ideology. This
has no doubt to some extent always been so.
But while it was traditionally confined mainly to
religious topics or the less educated, we now
observe it happening more widely, even at our
universities. A recent instance was the attempt
to “de-platform” noted Australian psychologist
and author Bettina Arndt (daughter of the late
Professor Heinz Arndt here at the ANU), because

The processes by which policy decisions are
informed and made effectively determine what
role evidence has to play and how well it plays
it. Processes may vary according to the issue
at hand and its timing. They reflect institutional
capabilities and above all the attitudes and
capacity of government leadership -- primarily at
the political level, but bureaucratic leadership too,
a point to which I will return.
At a general level, we could define a “good”
policy-making process as one that informs and
engenders support for political decisions by
promoting an understanding of
• the causes and nature of a policy problem or
“issue”
• the relative merits and trade-offs in different
options for dealing with it, and
• whether the option ultimately chosen turns out
as intended.
Clearly to achieve these things, there needs to be
a central role for the production of evidence, but
also for consultation, deliberation and explanation.

This is an abridged version of Prof Bank’s full
address. Read it in full below.

MORE INFORMATION
Read in full:
The full address on the ANZSOG website
PDF download
Past addresses
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We’re re-imagining how
social change is made in Australia
— COME AND JOIN US! —

A collaborative, creative, data-driven
workplace for the social sector
OPENING IN NORTH MELBOURNE, VICTORIA,
FEBRUARY 2019
City-fringe co-working space for not-for-profit organisations,
social enterprises & B Corps

www.OChouse.com.au

The Earth’s limited resources mean we have to recalibrate our measures, Alan Schwartz argues.

w Landmark address

A better measure of value: The
Universal Commons
By Alan Schwartz, founder and funder of Universal Commons

Leading Australian philanthropist Alan
Schwartz is tackling one of the hardest
challenges the planet faces: to put a true
value on the social and natural capital
of the world, including health, literacy,
trust, clean water and biodiversity. In this
abridged version of a recent landmark
address, he explains how doing so requires
fixing a flaw in our current economics.
As a philanthropist and an impact investor, it is a
difficult thing for me to admit, but I have recently
come to believe that no matter how much good
our sector does in the world, it will never be
enough.
This is because the moral, social and economic
foundations of our society - principally of our
economy - are fundamentally broken.
Our economy still works under the assumption that
Adam Smith’s “invisible hand” will ensure that the
self-interested pursuit of profit will simultaneously
promote the common good. And there’s no doubt
that Smith’s economic vision has indeed enabled
us to pursue profits and the common good
simultaneously.

But it has also contributed to critical environmental
degradation, to serious social disadvantage, to
“epidemics” of obesity, anxiety and depression, and
produced staggering inequalities in wealth and
privilege.
This is because, for all his genius, Adam Smith
failed to properly account for two key things. The
first is the planet’s finite resources. The other was
to neglect the importance of “externalities”.
In Smith’s time, the world’s population was less
than one billion souls. There were still vast tracts
of land, air and ocean that had yet to be exploited
by human enterprise. There was a perception that
whatever we could extract, nature could replenish,
as it had done for centuries.
We now know only too well how misguided that
picture of nature was, and the urgent need for
us to better manage the fragile ecosystem
that sustains us. Smith’s other oversight was to
neglect the importance of externalities. We know
that some activities cause side-effects - some
positive, some negative - and we know that
when they’re unaccounted for, we tend to underproduce positive externalities and over-produce
negative externalities.
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Are the companies earning vast profits paying for the harms they cause?

And so we get tobacco or fossil fuel companies
that reap tremendous profits, but only because
they’re not required to pay for the harms they
cause to health or the environment.
Meanwhile, organisations that work to improve
literacy among disadvantaged youths, or that
strive to preserve biodiversity struggle to attract
funding because they’re unable to capture the
value they have created.
I firmly believe that unless we can fix this structural
flaw in economics, we will forever be working
against the system rather than making the system
work for us.
So, I’m going to talk today about rewriting
economics. Not because I think it’ll be easy to do,
but because I think if we want to have a healthier,
more sustainable, more equitable and just world,
then we simply have no choice.

I don’t think I have to say much to convince you
that this path has been tried and has been found
to be wanting. So this is also not my approach.
But there is a third radical response, which is to
double down on the market and seek to internalise
the externalities - to use the power and efficiency
of the market itself to promote the common good.
After many years of reflection and soul searching
and a full year of research and consultation, this
has become my approach.
It might sound like a big task to rewrite economics
to factor in externalities. But it’s actually simpler
than you might think.

Now, there are generally three radical responses to
the problem of fixing our broken economic system.
The first is business as usual. Even though this is
the default stance, I still call it radical because
I think we all agree that if we continue on our
current economic path, we’re going to drive off a
cliff.
Even tinkering at the edges - like regulating carbon
emissions or increasing government spending
on public goods like health and education - is
not going to be enough. The problem with this
approach is that it relies on governments and
philanthropists, who work without the benefit of
the market. In fact it requires them to work against
market forces. So this is not my approach.
The second radical response is to abandon the
market altogether and move to some kind of
centrally planned economy.

Philanthropist Alan Schwartz has embarked on an
ambitious project to transform th world's economies.
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The measurement of social and natural capital should not be fundamentally different to
measuring physical effects, the Universal Commons proposes.

It all comes down to measurement.
Currently, the overwhelming majority of businesses
focus on generating financial profit because
that’s the only sort of profit they can accurately
measure. They carefully account for their financial
assets, income, expenses, debts, stock etc., and
they arrive at a number that tells them whether
they’re doing well or doing poorly. But this profit
figure doesn’t actually tell us, or them, the full story.
Profit tracks movements in financial capital, but it’s
not tracking movements in natural or social value.
But if we can reform this narrow conception of
profit and expand it to include movements in
social and natural value, we can change the very
goals that businesses pursue, such that financial
success equates to producing genuine value.
This means we need to stop thinking about social
and natural impacts as externalities, and start
thinking about them for what they really are: forms
of capital that are no less important than financial
capital. An economy that depletes its natural
capital is doomed to starve itself dry, and one that
ignores the value of social capital has lost its focus
on who the economy is supposed to serve.
So we need to place value on not only financial
capital but also social capital, such as health,
literacy and the cohesion of our communities, and
natural capital, such as the quality of our water, air
and soil.
To repeat, because this is critical, profit must
include improvements and degradations in

literacy and the health of our communities, and
it must embrace and account for changes in the
state of the environment.
We need an economic system in which financial,
social and natural capital sit alongside each other,
on equal terms - so that “profit”, being aligned with
“value”, is no longer a dirty word. So that Smith’s
“invisible hand” can steer the economy towards
producing what we genuinely value, and do so
sustainably generation after generation.
I have come to the conclusion that this
alternative definition of profit is not only possible
but necessary if we are to achieve justice for
individuals and communities and sustainability for
our planet.
Here is the solution I propose: It’s the Universal
Commons Project.
The goal is to bring social and natural capital into
the market so that economic activity is steered
towards producing genuine value for humanity
and the planet.
It all starts with measurement, which is both the
lynchpin and the weakest link of the Universal
Commons Project.
One reason that movements in social and natural
capital aren’t currently accounted for is that many
people think it’s impossible or undesirable to
measure them effectively. I disagree.
For the last nine months I have immersed myself
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The Universal Commons proposes a trade in social and natural capital, where organisations may
receive tokens for positive impact, and other may buy and sell them as investment.

in the history, science and epistemology of
measurement and spoken to the top luminaries in
the field. I will spare you the details and simply tell
you what you need to know.
There is an emerging consensus amongst
scientists and philosophers that measurement of
social and natural capital is not fundamentally
different, in principle, to measurement of physical
things like temperature and air pressure. Creating
scientifically sound and universally accepted
measures for literacy, health, clean water, will be a
long and hard road but it is not impossible..
In fact, there are already many metrics that seek
to quantify social impact or the condition of the
natural world today. However, they’re based on
a diverse range of methodologies, with varying
degrees of rigour and accuracy. And very few of
them are compatible with each other.
What we need to do is have a common
measurement framework that can bring all these
metrics under one methodological umbrella. The
goal is to produce a system of metrics that even
an accountant would approve of.
So, to this end, I’m very excited to say that my
team and I are soon to announce a challenge
prize that will offer a substantial cash prize for the
individual or team that can produce a framework
for measuring movements in social and natural
capital.
Now, just a few quick caveats.

We are not seeking to measure the financial value
of a tree or a human life. We agree that this is not
only impossible but also not desirable.
Rather, we’re looking to measure whether water
quality is going up or down, whether ecosystems
are healthy or degraded, whether mineral stocks
are abundant or depleted. We will then let the
market set the relative value of these things, using
a mechanism I will describe in a moment.
We’re also not seeking to measure things like
happiness or subjective well being. Rather, we
will be measuring things that we believe reliably
contribute to such things, like health, education, a
lack of crime or social cohesion.
In order to bring social and natural capital into
the market we will need not only measurement
but also a functioning and efficient marketplace.
To that end my team is developing a specialised
exchange that will allow organisations to interact
with and trade in social and natural capital. We
call it the Universal Commons Exchange.
It will be built using the latest Distributed Ledger
Technology (you might know it better as “the
blockchain”), meaning that it is fully-distributed,
decentralised, transparent and secure, thereby
ensuring trust and integrity. Blockchain technology
is unique in its ability to provide the incentives and
the controls that are necessary for the creation
and management of a new market for social and
natural capital, in ways that the current economic
system is not able to do.
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So that when organisations improve something like
literacy or water quality, they will receive tokens to
represent their positive impact, and these tokens
can be bought and sold by people who want to
invest in literacy or water.
If you are technically minded, and/or sceptical
about the latest technology being paraded as the
universal panacea, there is a 45-page functional
architecture document on our website that you
can read at your leisure.
Now, once we have good measurement and an
effective market for social and natural capital who will care about these new measurements and
who will use the new marketplace?
The first to use it will be social and impact
investors, who are seeking to objectively measure
the extent to which they are preserving and
enhancing social and natural capital. The
Universal Commons Exchange will also help them
improve the efficiency of their social expenditure
and their grant making.
However, social and impact investors are only a
small proportion of all investors. They are vastly
outnumbered by financial investors - those who
seek a purely financial return. The grand challenge
will be to encourage financial investors and the
corporations they invest in, to participate in the
Universal Commons Exchange.
How can we do this?
First of all, we hope to engage with corporations
who, despite the lack of financial incentives to
do so, genuinely care about their social and
environmental impact. This includes B Corps, and
those that have already signed up to the Global
Reporting Initiative and the International Integrated
Reporting Council, among others.
Many other financial investors will also find it’s in
their self-interest to engage with the Universal
Commons Exchange. There could be great
financial profits to be made in improving literacy,
health, or in cleaning our waterways and our air.
Then, for those financial investors who are holding
out - perhaps because they fear being held to
account for the impact they’re having on people
and the planet - we will turn to a combination of
community and political pressure. This stage will
be many years away yet.
First, we have to build the measurement
framework and demonstrate the efficacy of the
Universal Commons Exchange. By then, we hope
we will have generated enough credibility, goodwill
and momentum so that the recalcitrants will be
more motivated to hop on board.
But this is not the end of the Universal Commons
Project. In fact, I haven’t even explained the
significance of the name “Universal Commons” yet

- which is based on a brilliant idea by the brilliant
Dr Simon Longstaff.
The Universal Commons is perhaps the most
radical part of the project, but it’s also the one that
restores justice to our economic system.
My parents and their family suffered simply due to
their race and religion and their place of birth. We
can all see the injustice of this.
It is precisely the same injustice that allows those
in this room, to live comfortable lives, while those
who were born in the wrong place, to the wrong
parents, in the wrong country, experience hunger,
poverty and hardship. The Universal Commons
seeks to redress this injustice and to create a new
moral, social and economic system that is both
just and efficient.
If you think about it, the world’s bounty of social
and natural resources belong to no one person.
They reside in the commons. So they belong to
everybody. And yet we have created an economic
system that gives its blessing to businesses
that consume or degrade some aspect of
the commons for the private gain of their
shareholders.
So, the Universal Commons will claim all the earth’s
social and natural capital on behalf of every living
person. It will then issue a single, equal share that
is indivisible and unsaleable, to every living human
on the planet.
Then, any organisation or corporation that interact
with these forms of capital will be required to lease
them from the Universal Commons Exchange
and return them, after use, in an undegraded
condition. Their profit would be the value they
create over and above the leasing fee and the
cost of preserving the social and natural capital
they lease.
And a portion of that leasing fee will be divided
equally amongst all the Universal Commons
shareholders, creating an important source of
income for every living person. This becomes an
effective universal income, one that is based on
each living person’s moral right to benefit from the
commons that belongs to them.

So, the Universal Commons will
claim all the earth’s social and
natural capital on behalf of
every living person. It will then
issue a single, equal share that
is indivisible and unsaleable, to
every living human on the planet.
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I acknowledge that all this seems far fetched,
but is it impossible? There was a time when
elimination of slavery seemed beyond reach. At
the time, some said that abolishing slavery would
be too costly to the economy. But we did abolish
slavery. And instead of destroying the economy, it
helped unlock its potential by allowing people to
be both producers and consumers.
If we can eradicate slavery, surely we can redesign
our free enterprise system so that it enables all of
us to profit by preserving and enhancing our real
wealth - our stock of social and natural capital.
Now, I hasten to add that this has been a lightning
tour through the Universal Commons Project.
There are countless important details I’ve left out,
and I don’t doubt that you have many questions.
For those of you who are detail oriented, there is
another 45 page document on our website that
explains how the Universal Commons would be
established and operated.
Now, I am almost done and wish to return very
briefly to measurement again for two reasons.
Firstly, without high quality measurement, none of
any of this can be achieved.
Secondly, although the vision of the Universal
Commons is grand, there are things we can do
right now to advance the cause of economic
efficiency and justice.
And that is what we are doing.
Next year we will be launching a challenge prize
to develop a measurement framework for the
Universal Commons. We’re working with Nesta, the
world renowned social innovation think tank based
in the UK. The prize will be open for submission
from any person or organisation anywhere in the
world. The winner will receive a very substantial
cash prize - and the satisfaction of unleashing a
tsunami of innovation and progress.
The exact specifications of the prize are currently
being refined. We will be publishing updates on
our web site later this year.
If you’re interested in hearing more about the
Universal Commons Project as it unfolds, please
sign up on the website for occasional updates –
we need your help to spread the word about the
Universal Commons Measurement Prize.
What I am proposing is a natural evolution
of economics whose time has come. We are
proposing a simple fix that is nothing short of
radical.

Watch now: Listen to Mr Schwartz’s speech at the
Philanthropy Australia conference.

• It will fundamentally change the way almost
every “not for profit” and “for profit” organisation
operates.
• It will fundamentally change the way we
measure national progress to better align with
what really matters.
• It will fundamentally change the way we
preserve and share the earth's bounty.
This is why fixing the flaw in economics is both
surprisingly simple and yet incredibly challenging,
and yet it must be done.
Do we have a choice?
As for me, the promise of the Universal Commons
is so tantalising, so challenging, so exciting, so
important - that I don’t have a choice.
But we need all the help we can get - we need
moral support, we need brains, we need money,
we need connections. Please contact me directly
if you want to help or at least visit our website
(Universalcommons.com) and sign up for
occasional updates, and please spread the word
about the Universal Commons Measurement Prize

This is an abridged version of a speech delivered
by Mr Schwartz to the 2018 Philanthropy Australia
Conference introducing the Universal
Commons.

MORE INFORMATION
Read the speech in full
www.universalcommons.com
Universal Commons Measurement
Challenge
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2019

COMMUNITIES

IN CONTROL
Renewing and remaking communities

Get Angry.
Then Get Organised.
FIND OUT MORE
www.communitiesincontrol.com.au

Communities in Control
The Conference. The Movement.

Image description: An adorable little brown weasel with a white underbelly. It’s crawling out from under what
looks like a wooden porch. This weasel has nothing to do with this post. And jokes about its resemblance to the
author are not appreciated. I probably should have used a squirrel. Pixabay.com

l Satire

OMG, can we please stop saying
‘there’s only so much funding to
go around’?!
By Vu Le, NonprofitAF.com

I’m slightly grumpy right now due to the
news, and also my two beautiful small
children who threw tantrums this evening
over something ridiculous.
The five-year-old because he had to
trace all of four words for his kindergarten
homework, something he literally could
have done in 30 seconds if he hadn’t spent
30 minutes crying about how much work it
was; the two-year-old because his banana
had a single bruise spot on it. So keep this
in mind as you read. The ornery tone of
this post, it’s not you. It’s me. But it’s also
possibly you.
I’m slightly grumpy right now due to the news,
and also my two beautiful small children who
threw tantrums this evening over something
ridiculous. The five-year-old because he had
to trace all of four words for his kindergarten
homework, something he literally could have
done in 30 seconds if he hadn’t spent 30 minutes
crying about how much work it was; the twoyear-old because his banana had a single bruise
spot on it. So keep this in mind as you read. The
ornery tone of this post, it’s not you. It’s me. But it’s
also possibly you.

Let’s be honest with ourselves. There’s PLENTY of
money to go around. We as a society just don’t
want to spend it. Foundations, for example, are
only legally obligated to spend out 5% of their
endowments each year, money that, since we’re
being honest, might have been better spent
as taxes. This means that 95% of philanthropic
dollars are banked away. Just sitting there …
like a vacuumed-sealed package of pre-made
guacamole.
Meanwhile, as wealth inequality continues to grow,
more individual donors are putting money into
Donor Advised Funds (DAFs), and since there are
few or no regulations around how much of those
funds donors must legally spend out, the majority
of those funds are also banked away. I was told by
a frustrated philanthropic advisor colleague about
a few DAFs she manages that have not given
away ANY funds to ANY causes in five years; this is
frustrating when the donors are getting tax breaks
for it. The debate on DAFs is contentious, so I’ll save
it for another day.
But no, I don’t believe there’s “only so much
funding to go around.” The notion that there are
limited resources is an illusion that we have all
internalized. And this is dangerous, because it
forces us to work within an inequitable system
instead of challenging that system.
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It allows us to be complacent, and this gives fuel
for injustice—the very injustice we as a sector vow
to fight—to proliferate.
I and others have been pushing for foundations
to increase their payout rates beyond 5%, and
you should too, because, as I’ve argued before,
why are we saving for a rainy day when it is
pouring on our communities? I know, there are
counterarguments, but I just don’t buy them. They
basically add up to “Well, if we spend down all this
money, there won’t be enough to address future
problems.”
But future problems are caused by inadequatelyaddressed current problems. Imagine if we can
put adequate levels of funding now into strong
programs for babies and youth; fewer of them
would drop out of school, get into trouble, commit
crimes, end up in jail, etc., which means we won’t
have to spend ten times as much funds trying
to address those issues later. If we invest now in
young people, more will have gainful employment,
escape poverty, avoid experiencing homelessness,
further contribute back to society, etc.
If we spend more now on equitable policies and
practices, we can prevent having to spend way
more time and money trying to address injustice in
the future. If progressive foundations had put more
funding into civic engagement and mobilizing
marginalized communities to vote years ago, as
many of us nonprofits were begging for resources
to do, then maybe we might not have ended up in
this current social and political climate.
The squirreling away of money in some “antversus-grasshopper” morality of preparing for
the future is a counter-productive self-fulfilling
prophecy that jeopardizes that same future.

So many of our problems are exacerbated
because we do not put enough resources into
them now, so they continue to grow and fester,
which allows us to justify squirreling money away,
which means we do not put enough resources into
solving the problems, which allows these problems
to grow and fester, which allows us to justify
squirreling money away.
Our sector needs to get out of this vicious squirrelrelated spiral. And this starts with changing our
thinking around this area and stop believing this
pervasive illusion of scarcity. Even while we have
been harping about moving toward “abundance,”
even as many of us talk up a good game about
taking risks and accepting failure, even as we say
and believe things like “every dollar spent now on
youth programs is calculated to yield $10.50 in
gains to society,” many of us are still unconsciously
and consciously gripped by the mentality of fear
and limitations.

Our sector needs to get out
of this vicious squirrel-related
spiral. And this starts with
changing our thinking around
this area and stop believing
this pervasive illusion of
scarcity.
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Our communities deserve better. We all need
to resist and challenge the destructive illusion
of scarcity. It is harmful to our work and to the
people we serve, preventing us from advocating
for the adequate resources (not just from donors
and funders, but from general society) that we
need to tackle society’s growing problems and
prevent them from getting worse. We need to think
critically and push back instead of internalizing
and spouting the same damaging beliefs. We
need to stop accepting foundations’ and donors’
trickle-out-5%-while-society-burns-so-that-wehave-funds-to-rebuild-from-the-ashes-later
mentality as normal.
Whether you are a donor, funder, volunteer, or
nonprofit leader, if you ever say to me that there’s
only so much money to go around, I will seriously
give you the side eye. It’ll be hard to tell, since I
have a twitching left eye like most nonprofit folks,
but trust me, it’s there. Stop saying there’s only so
much funding to go around. More importantly,
stop believing it.

A few months ago, I took my kids to the
playground. They played for two minutes before
running back to me to settle an argument. “What’s
the matter?” I said. Viet, the older one, said, “Kiet
wants this woodchip. But I found it first! It’s my
woodchip!” Little Kiet said, “My wood chip!” They
looked so serious. “Look around you,” I said, “there
are millions of woodchips here!” They were quiet
for a second, then dropped the contentious
woodchip and ran off, later literally arguing over
the moon (“That’s my moon!” “No, my moon!”)
If we have any hope of making a dent in the
problems we’re tackling, we all need to look around
and stop fighting over woodchips.

Reproduced from Vu Le’s blog on NonProfitAF.
com. Read all of his latest blogs here.
A New Zealand funder? Vu Le is the keynote
speaker at the Philanthropy New Zealand Summit,
15-17 May, 2019.
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